MEMO ROSEN TO DE LOACH MURKIN

This case concerns murder of Martin Luther King, Jr. Personnel of Exhibits Sec dispatched to ME & BH Divs in order to produce artist's sketch of unknown subj based upon witnesses' observations & descriptions. Witnesses in BH furnished oral descriptions which are at variance with descriptions of ME witnesses. Consequently show differences which cannot be reconciled. ACT: For info. Attached are photos of 2 artist's conceptions mentioned above showing dissimilarities in sketches based on descriptions furn by witnesses in ME & BH.
REBUTEL THIS DATE TO PLACE STOPS ON ERIC STARVO GALT & A 1966 WHITE MUSTANG. DISREGARD REF TEL & CANCEL ANY ALL POINTS BULLETIN THAT MAY HAVE BEEN ISSUED.
INVESTIGATED THAT AN INDIVIDUAL USING NAME ERIC STARVO GALT IN ME, TENN., ON 4/4/68.
REPORTEDLY DRIVING 1966 WHITE MUSTANG WITH ALA., LICENSE 1-38993. BUT ANXIOUS TO LOC
INDIVIDUAL FOR QUESTIONING IN CONNECTION WITH MATT. ALL OFFICES COVERING POINTS OF EXIT
SHOULD INITIATE CHECK TO DETER WHETHER OR NOT ERIC GALT DEPARTED COUNTRY. ALL OFFICES CONTACT
APPROPRIATE MEMBERS IN TERR TO INSURE THAT ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES ARE COVERED BY AN ALL POINTS BULLETIN
TO EFFECT ERIC STARVO GALT WANTED BY FEDERAL...